COPPERFIELD VERBIER
WHOLE SCHOOL ACADEMIC HONESTY POLICY
Copperfield Vision Statement
Our vision is to build a world class academic institution in Verbier: an international community in a
unique and inspiring setting.
We bring together promising students and extraordinary teachers, forming a dynamic and diverse team
that provides an exceptional education. By rooting our students in their community and teaching them
to act with purpose, we craft visionary leaders who thrive in unprecedented times.
Our mission is to teach young people to live with compassion and courage, developing the moral
compass, strength of character and technical skill that they will need, whatever they wish to do. We will
achieve this by adhering to five fundamental principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Engaging in dialogue
Sharing leadership
Sharing accountability
Creating favourable learning conditions
Focusing on learning

IB Mission Statement
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who
help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect.
To this end the organization works with schools, governments and international organizations to develop
challenging programmes of international education and rigorous assessment.
These programmes encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate and lifelong
learners who understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right.

College Academic Honesty Statement of Philosophy
The College expects members of our community to act responsibly, with integrity and in a principled
manner. When completing and presenting work, learners are required to do so in an academically
honest way, explicitly acknowledging sources of information drawn upon. We believe that the concept of
academic honesty is applicable to learners of all ages and transcends all disciplines. Central to the
development of academically honest practices is a culture of honesty, whereby learners understand the
importance of academic honesty in their role as responsible, global citizens.
Foundation and Primary Stages
Committed to nurturing principled, responsible citizens of the world, we believe it is vital that students
understand and exemplify what it is to be academically honest. In its simplest sense, academic honesty
requires students to acknowledge sources of information used and ideas garnered from others. The
College’s students are exposed to the concept of academic honesty, in an age appropriate manner,
from the Early Years onwards. A collective understanding of honesty is developed and skills, such as note
taking and synthesising information, explicitly taught and practised to support students in becoming
academically honest. It is our aim that developing these skills, in tandem with the principled and
reflective attributes of the learner profile and the attitude of integrity, will lead to life-long academically
honest behaviour.
Students’ Responsibilities
College students should:
● Make sure that they understand the concept of academic honesty and its place within the
College.
● Understand the link between academic honesty, the learner profile and attitudes.
● Be able to give examples of what academic honesty looks like at their grade level.
● Be able to explain why academic honesty is important.
● Take personal responsibility for their own academic honesty. This applies to classwork and
homework.
● Understand that they are able to use and build upon the ideas of others, however, they should
give due credit to the original author or creator.
● Understand that they are able to use the words of others in their own written work but should
always summarise their peers’ words or re-express them in their own way. Failing this, students
should cite their peers’ names and give due credit to the original author.
The academically honest Grade 1 - Grade 3 student:

Does

Does not

●Acknowledge help from parents, older students
and friends.
●Look at and read books and print material in
order to learn new information.
●Summarize key understandings from
audio-visual material.
●Communicate new knowledge in his/her own
words.
●Begin to assimilate knowledge from several
sources into independent ideas and
understandings.

●Present parent or other persons’ work as his or
her own (the importance of this is explained to
parents).
●Copy whole sentences from a book or print
material onto his or her own paper.
●Copy classwork from another student.
●Pass off another student’s work as his or her
own
when working in groups.

●Understand copying as cheating.
●With teacher guidance, begin to use key words
to take notes from written or visual materials.
●Begin to work collaboratively in groups to share
information gathering and presentation with
contribution from all group members
The academically honest Grade 4 - Grade 5 student:

Does

Does not

●Acknowledge help from parents, older students
and friends, and group members.
●Read from several sources, including print
sources, in order to gather information.
●Take notes in his/her own words, using key
words and paraphrasing skills.
●Begin to use first person sources and interviews
in information gathering.
●Summarize understandings from audio-visual
material in his or her own words.
●Write reports and summaries of information in
his/her own words, with a developing style of
academic language.
●Acknowledge sources in a bibliography.
●Is able to assimilate knowledge from several
sources into independent ideas and
understandings.
●Understand plagiarism as cheating.
●Understand that downloading or copying from
electronic sources without permission is cheating.
●Work collaboratively in groups and contributes
by sharing information and presenting
understandings.

● Present other persons’ work as his or her own
(the seriousness of plagiarism is explained).
● Copy phrases or sentences from any source
into his or her own work.
● Copy classwork from another student without
permission (as in during group or pair work).
● Pass off another student’s work as his or her
own when working in groups.
● Copy another student’s homework or allow
another student to copy his/her homework
without permission.
● Copy from notes or others on tests.
● Present material that is not true, or fictitious,
as fact.

Teachers’ Responsibilities
Teachers discuss the concept of academic honesty with students from the earliest grades. In order to
ensure that students understand why there is a need for academic honesty and to develop those skills
which support students in using academically honest behaviours, teachers should:
● Share a child-friendly and age-appropriate definition of academic honesty with students.
● Share the grade-level expectations for academic honesty with students and parents.
● Through the attributes of the learner profile and the attitudes, encourage students to be
principled.
● Be a model by showing academic honesty in their own work.
● Emphasize the ethical use of information as students engage in the inquiry process.
● Use The Big 6 research skills (Grades 3 - 5) and the Super 3 (Transition to Grade 2) as a tool
to help students carry out and record research in a methodical and academically honest manner.

● Explicitly teach skills such as highlighting and summarising the key information in a text,
paraphrasing etc. to help develop academically honest behaviours.
● Demonstrate and practise the use of citations, ensuring understanding of what is required
and how to record the necessary information.
● Remind students and parents to acknowledge help from home.
● Ensure students understand the consequences if they are not academically honest.
● Deal with academic dishonesty according to the consequences outlined in the policy.
● Be guided by the College expectations and age appropriate practices pertaining to
academic honesty
(See “Implementation of Policy” for details pertaining to referencing and expectations at the College).
Parents’ Responsibilities
Viewed as partners in their child’s learning, parents at the College should:
● Be made aware of the College expectations and guidelines for academic honesty.
● Help their child behave in an academically honest manner in both their school and personal
lives.
● Model the practice of academic honesty with their words and actions.
● Support their child to be principled by reminding them to reference and cite
information/ideas from other authors/sources when completing homework assignments.
● Recognise instances of dishonesty as teachable moments.
● Help their child to access resources for personal inquiries.
● Encourage their child to ask for help, when necessary, instead of copying others.
● Ensure their child understands what constitutes academic honesty and, in turn, academic
dishonesty.
● Read and understand the General Regulations for the PYP.
Consequences
In the Primary School, consequences for academic dishonesty follow the same guidelines as other
behaviour infringements. Any initial instances of dishonesty should be treated as teachable moments.
Repeated instances will subsequently be addressed according to the procedure detailed below.
Step Behaviour Consequence Parent Involvement
Pre-step

Beginning a new school year each class will create common agreements with regards to
behaviour. The 1st Step is used once you feel that the acceptable level of behaviour has
not been followed, classroom consequences have been used and the desired change in
behaviour has not occurred.

Step 1

Received classroom
consequence and
no change in
behaviour

Time out in partner teacher’s
classroom (Dependant on age and
circumstances). Completion of a
reflection on behaviour (as detailed
above)

The behaviour reflection
sheet may be sent home for
the parents to sign if the
teacher feels they should be
made aware of the
behaviour.

Step 2

Continued offence
or misbehaviour.

Visit to Dean

At this point the class teacher
should inform the parents of
misbehaviour in consultation
with the Dean.

Step 3

Continued
misbehaviour

Visit to Dean

Dean will contact parents
and discuss disciplinary
action.

Implementation of Policy - Expectations at the College
What academic honesty looks like at the College

Referencing Guidelines at the College

Secondary School
We are committed to promoting academic honesty among students. The aim of our Academic Honesty
Policy is to build community awareness of the importance of academic honesty as well as to ensure that
all stakeholders are aware of the interpretation, and consequences, of academic misconduct. In
supporting the development of Internationally-minded citizens, the Academic Honesty Policy seeks to
encourage responsibility for self, the pursuit and achievement of potential, as well as active learning.
Students are guided on academic honesty during homeroom and subject-specific lessons. This includes
the school’s use of plagarism-detecting software, the student handbook and the way that we foster
integrity in our students. Our school uses MLA format. Academic honesty is inherently taught and
practiced in the individual subject areas. As a school authorised by the International Baccalaureate, we
fully subscribe to the IB’s philosophy. It is every student’s responsibility to abide by the rules and seek
clarification if needed.
The teacher is responsible for employing measures to ensure academic honesty. It may be the case that
for summative assessments, the student is only allowed to work on the task in class under supervision of

the teacher to ensure the work is their own. Google Docs may also be utilised so that the teacher can
see the progress made by the student throughout the duration of the summative task.
Within the Diploma Programme, all Internal Assessment work to be submitted for moderation has to be
submitted to Turnitin first and the relevant originality report needs to satisfy the subject
teacher/supervisor before they sign the originality declaration. Work not submitted to Turnitin or not
signed by the teacher/supervisor cannot be used for moderation purposes and thus will not contribute
to the final grade in the subject. Please note that Internal Assessment is an obligatory component of the
Diploma Programme. Therefore, not submitting work for moderation will result in no grade awarded in
the subject concerned, which is a failing condition.
The IB Learner Profile and Academic Honesty
The Academic Honesty Policy strives to promote the IB Learner Profile, to express the values inherent to
the IB continuum of international education. In striving to be principled and acting with integrity and
honesty, students understand the need to, in the case of academic misconduct, remain principled by
taking responsibility for their own actions, and the consequences that accompany them.
While students inquire into a unit of study and gain knowledge about new ideas and concepts, they may
wish to communicate new ideas and/or build upon existing ones. It is our goal that students always
acknowledge and communicate the source of information in an appropriate manner respecting the
source of their knowledge.
Students are provided with the opportunity to reflect upon their academic practices in order to
understand their actions and the possible greater consequences. In order to articulate their thoughts,
they need to be able to take risks and take ownership of your own thoughts.
IB Definition of Academic Malpractice
The Regulations define malpractice as behaviour that results in, or may result in, the candidate or any
other candidate gaining an unfair advantage in one or more assessment component(s). Malpractice
includes:
• plagiarism: this is defined as the representation of the ideas or work of another person as the
candidate’s own
• collusion: this is defined as supporting malpractice by another candidate, as in allowing one’s work to
be copied or submitted for assessment by another
• duplication of work: this is defined as the presentation of the same work for different assessment
components and/or diploma requirements
• any other behaviour that gains an unfair advantage for a candidate or that affects the results of another
candidate (for example, taking unauthorized material into an examination room, misconduct during an
examination, falsifying a CAS record).
Definition of Academic Honesty at the College
Academic misconduct refers to, but is not limited to, the following:
● Copying part, or all, of another student’s assignment, paper, test, exam, quiz, etc
● Allowing another student to copy work. This is referred to as collusion.
● Handing in the same piece of work for two different assignments within the Diploma
Programme. This
is referred to as Duplication of Work.
● Communication with another student to gain an unfair advantage during a class assessment or
sharing
of information with other students during assessments.

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cheating in tests by using unauthorized notes or other systems, including bringing unauthorized
material into examination rooms. This might include mobile phones, notes on paper and
electronic
devices used for storing or presenting information.
Inventing or altering data collected during a practical investigation.
Employing/asking someone else to complete assignments for them. Another example of
collusion.
Plagiarising by cutting and pasting or copying the work of others from the internet without
referencing.
Plagiarising by pretending the ideas of others are their own. It is good to use the ideas of others
but
they must be referenced. Rewording someone else’s prose is a similar case to avoid.
Plagiarising by using a language translator to change from one language to another and
pretending
that the work is theirs.
Pretending to have worked on a collaborative assignment when this was not the case.
Forging of a signature.
Falsifying and inventing CAS records.
Misbehaving during an exam and being disruptive to others or disregarding instructions given
by invigilators.
Theft of examination materials.

College Practices to foster Academic Honesty
Students’ Responsibilities
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Good relations with the teacher are most important. The teacher is a student’s guide to
becoming a better learner.
Work can only be usefully evaluated if honestly produced. There is no point in submitting copied
assignments.
If a student identifies an area of weakness, the teacher should be asked about how to improve.
It is good to collaborate and to use the ideas of others, but guidelines must be followed in
acknowledging the part others have played in assignments and the information/ideas used.
Students must use the College Referencing Guidelines they have been given. Please refer to
pages 4 - 7 in the Library Handbook.
Secondary students at the College follow a programme in both homeroom and subject classes
to ensure that they are aware of plagiarism and its consequences (in development within
homeroom and specific subject areas).
Students and teachers need to clearly and honestly acknowledge sources in their work within the
text and in a reference page at the end of their work.
All sources, whether books, the internet, or primary source must be acknowledged in the work of
the student.
Photographs, graphs, data, and images need to be referenced in the students’ work as well as in
the reference page.
All sources quoted verbatim must be appropriately presented in quotation marks and with an
in-text reference.
Externally moderated DP Internal Assessment tasks need to be handed in via Managebac in
order to check via Turnitin against plagiarism.
Diploma students are asked to complete and sign the College student contract.

Parents’ Responsibilities
Viewed as partners in their child’s learning, parents at the College should:
● encourage their children to see the importance of doing their best and submitting their own
assignments.
● help students with their home assignments but, parents should do so by asking questions, giving
hints, etc.
Parents should not help the students by directly telling them what to do or doing the task for them. If a
student cannot complete an assignment for any reason, they should discuss the matter with their teacher
as soon as possible. Parents should make sure that their child has all the necessary equipment including
calculator, dictionaries, etc to ensure students are able to do their own work.
Consequences of Academic Misconduct
All instances of misconduct will be entered into the College student diaries. If a student is caught being
academically dishonest within assessment tasks, then the following consequences will occur:
First time offence: The student will receive a verbal warning from the teacher and the instance recorded
and a zero mark awarded. For in-school tests, students will be asked to leave the examination room and
their test will be discarded. The student will have to redo the assignment to the satisfaction of the
teacher (within one week). This will be checked by the teacher and feedback given to the student in
order to improve future performance. The teacher will inform the student’s parents.
Second Offence: This will again be recorded and reported to the Dean, who will also inform the
student’s parents and the student will again be reminded of the importance of academic honesty.
Detention will be given. The student will be asked to complete the assignment to the satisfaction of the
teacher, a zero grade awarded - feedback will be given.
Third Offence: The student will report directly to the Dean and students’ parents will be asked to come
to school to discuss the matter, including possible consequences and/or solutions, such as
suspension/expulsion, at the discretion of the Dean and Head of Primary or Secondary.
For being academically dishonest in assignments that are externally moderated by the IBO, the IBO will
be informed and they will act according to their own internal policy. This largely relates to Diploma
students in Grade 11/12.
This is the relevant section from the D
 P Handbook of Procedures for the Diploma Programme on
consequences of academic misconduct:

“Actions to be taken by the IB for alleged breaches to the regulations Investigating a breach
to the regulations: The following circumstances are those that most commonly give rise to an
investigation.
• A coordinator informs the IB Assessment Centre that academic misconduct may have taken
place during an examination.
• An examiner suspects plagiarism or collusion and provides evidence to justify his or her
suspicion.
• A random check of assessment material at the IB Assessment Centre using a web-based
plagiarism prevention service reveals that the work of a candidate may not be entirely
authentic.
The IB will investigate a case of suspected academic misconduct only when there is clear
evidence to justify a suspicion of wrongdoing. In the case of plagiarism, the evidence must be
in the form of a source that appears to have been copied by a candidate. In cases of collusion,
an investigation will only be pursued if the candidates' work shows clear similarities.

If the IB Assessment Centre initiates an investigation into academic misconduct, the
coordinator will be informed by email that a candidate (or candidates) is being investigated for
a possible breach of regulations. It is a requirement of the IB that the coordinator will
immediately inform the head of school that a candidate (or candidates) is suspected of
academic misconduct.
In all cases the coordinator will be asked to provide statements after he or she has conducted
his or her own investigation. These statements must be word processed and submitted on
templates provided by the IB Assessment Centre.
In the case of suspected plagiarism or collusion the coordinator will be asked for:
● his or her own statement
● a statement from the candidate’s teacher for the subject concerned (or supervisor in the
case of an extended essay)
● a statement from the candidate
The statement from the candidate’s teacher (or supervisor) must:
● explain what subject-specific guidance on academic honesty is given to IB candidates
● provide details about the nature and extent of supervision given to the candidate(s) on the
work under investigation
● explain what procedures are adopted to verify that, to the best of his or her knowledge, a
candidate’s work submitted for assessment is authentic
● provide any relevant information, based on teaching/supervisory experience of the
candidate(s), with specific reference to the allegation(s) made against the candidate(s).
The statement from the coordinator must:
● briefly explain what guidance on academic honesty is given to all IB Diploma Programme
candidates
● provide any relevant information, specifically making reference to the allegation(s) made
against the candidate(s)
The candidate(s) will be asked to provide any relevant information, with specific reference to
the allegation(s) against him or her.
If the coordinator brings a case of possible academic misconduct to the attention of the IB, it is
expected that the above statements will accompany the email or letter sent to the IB.”

Appendix:
Student Academic Honesty Contract:

I have read the Academic Honesty Policy.
I understand what it means to plagiarise.
I understand what is meant by collusion.
I understand that I must not let another student copy my work.
I understand how to reference sources appropriately and when to do so.
I understand that I must not communicate with others during examinations.
I understand what is meant by unauthorised notes or systems.
I understand that I cannot forge a signature.
I understand that I cannot fake or invent data for use in an assessment.
I agree to conduct myself honestly during my academic studies and understand the consequences of not
doing so.
Signature of student:
Signature of parent or guardian:
Date:

